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Hey there , I’m Adrian



 About Me and How I got here

 Case Study 1 – Technical Designs - Unity’s Profile

 Case Study 2 – Mobile and Desktop: Tell Us Once (Government of Canada

 Case Study 3 - Building Management Syste

 Conclusion: Lessons I’ve learnt as a designer

What I’ll be talking about today



 Undergrad in Computer Scienc

 Master’s Degree in Human-Computer Interactio

 Previous roles include Software Developer, UX Designer and Product Designer

A little about me

Avid Hiker VR Enthusiast Amateur Axe Thrower



Companies I’ve worked with



Case Study 1: Unity’s Profiling Module 

What is the Unity Data Oriented Technology Stack?


The Unity Data Oriented Technology Stack (DOTS) is a group of technologies that 
work together to allow game developers to create ambitious games

What makes DOTS Unique?


DOTS allows game developers to write code that makes use of the computer’s 
memory allocation as well as processor threads to create high performance games.

My Roles and Responsibilitie

 Understand DOTS and the technology to better help the developer user experienc
 Interview developers and design mock-ups and workflows to improve the user 

experienc
 Present designs to the executive team in a easy to understand presentation



The tea

 Project Manage
 Product Designer (me!
 Software Engineers

Case Study 1: Unity’s Profiling Module 



October December

Timeline
MVP Release

November

Discovery and Learning - 1 week Discovery and Learning

Preliminary User Interviews - 1 week
User 
Interviews

Big Picture ideation - 5 weeks

MVP Ideation - 1 week

MVP Design - 3 weeks

MVP User Feedback and Refinements - 3 weeks MVP Feedback & Refinements

Big Picture Ideation

MVP Design

MVP Ideation



Sample team -1 dev

DOTS Sample team - 4 devs

Consultants - 3 devs

The goal is to understand how developers profile their games currently. What 
they look for, how they identify performance/optimization opportunities and 
how they improve it.

Case Study 1: Unity’s Profiling Module 
Preliminary User Interviews



 Performance benchmarks are based on the targeted platforms
 Understanding if jobs on the main thread can be scheduled in worker thread
 Ability to search for a job and view all instances of i
 Finding jobs over a certain performance threshol
 Filtering jobs by longest running

Case Study 1: Unity’s Profiling Module 
Key Findings



 How can I find a specific job and view all instances of i

 How can I find a job that’s over a certain performance threshold

 Can my one long job on the main thread be parallelized in worker threads

 Is it worth it to parallelize my job

 How can I view my longest runnning job(s)

 How do I know what my job depends on/is dependant on

 How can I find the bottlenecks in my code

 Why is a specific job idle for so long

 How can I reduce the idle time of my thread?

Case Study 1: Unity’s Profiling Module 
Key Questions



Case Study 1: Unity’s Profiling Module 
High Level Sketches



Case Study 1: Unity’s Profiling Module 
Refined Designs

Interactives
https://figma.fun/KDDExA



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once

What is Tell Us Once?


A single portal to access all of your Government of Canada services

What makes Tell Us Once Unique?


Today, there are 56 different places to log in to a government account. That’s pretty 
frustrating for a population that’s used to having everything from the latest meme to a 
full grocery order available in just a few clicks.

My Roles and Responsibilitie

 Lead product storytelling and UI Desig
 Create the user experience design including user flows and wireframes design
 Interview potential users to gain feedback on the UX design



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once

The tea

 Project Manage
 UX Designer (me!
 UX Researcher

Timeline


3 week sprint

 1 week to researc
 1 week to desig
 1 week to test



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once

Scenario 1 Scenario 2



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once

Unknown

 What about a user’s privacy and consent
 Who would we be designing for? The entire population of Canada? What about 

user who are permanent residents
 What about a user’s security?

Assumption

 Consent must be given prior to sharing inf
 Not constrained by existing policies or legislatio
 When a service is selected on the non-authenticated side this information will be 

passed through to the authenticated sid
 Web channel onl
 User triggered changes and update
 Users consist of both individuals and businesse
 Scope is limited to Canadian residents



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once

Design Proces

 Designed experimental prototypes that focused on the “happy path” for the two 
use case

 Based designs on common UX patterns and leveraged existing research on 
Canadians’ expectation

 Recruited diverse research participants from traditionally underserved groups 
including Indigenous communities, people from lower income and lower education 
groups, and senior

 Tested prototypes during in-person sessions and through remote, online testing 
tools

 Tests for UC1 and UC2 included 28 participants in perso
 Conducted statistical analysis to formulate findings and recommendations for next 

steps



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once
Scenario 1 - Mobile Design



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once
Scenario 2 - Desktop Design



Case Study 2: Government of Canada - Tell Us Once

What we learn

 Providing multiple unfamiliar sign-in options results in confusio
 Most users do not read, even extremely brief and simple statements of consent, 

but assume data is shared by defaul
 Participants reacted positively to the convenience of having data shared across 

departments–especially for businesse
 Successful task completion was largely driven by participant age, their digital 

literacy, and their emotional stat
 Participants were eager for the experimental prototypes to become available, 

demonstrating enthusiasm for simplified digital services from the Government of 
Canada



Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 

What is onPoint?


onPoint is a highly visual front-end management dashboards. User-friendly 
visualizations, including dynamic, color-coded floor plans, and customized reporting 
offer deep insight into what is happening inside each building.

What makes onPoint unique?


OnPoint helps building engineers and energy analyst diagnose and prevent ongoing 
building equipment issues

My Roles and Responsibilitie

 Lead product UI Research and Design on a work request view for our end users. This 
work request view allows the users to create a work request based on a piece of 
equipmen

 Create wireframes to guide user stories for the Product managers and developer
 Work with developers to implement the new designs and implement them into our 

existing code



The tea

 Project Manage
 Full Stack Developer
 QA Tester
 UI/UX Developer (me!)

Timeline


Monthly sprint

 2 weeks to desig
 2 weeks to implement

Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 



Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 

The UX Design Proces

 Understand our users and their pain point
 Define and prioritize our UX goals with Produce Manager
 Explore some high level ideas with sketches and workshop
 Get feedback early and frequently from user
 Refine our designs based on user and Product Manager feedback



Key personas include

 Energy Analyst
 Building Enginee
 Facility Operator
 Onboarding Engineers

Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 



Unknown

 What are the different ways a user can create a work request
 How can we break down and prioritize features based on what product managers 

and our users would like to see
 What’s the best way to communicate with Developers and Product Managers
 How can we get user feedback on my designs?

Unknown

 Not constrained by technological limitation
 Would be based on the Material Desig
 Would be for standard PC screens

Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 



Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 
Story map and Prioritization



Brainstorming & Ideation

Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 



Sketching High level concepts

Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 



Refined Interactive Prototype

Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 

https://figma.fun/a0Zb2t

Interactives



What we learn

 Breaking down complex problems into bite sized pieces allows users to easily 
digest complex informatio

 Getting feedback early on from our users allows us to iterate over our design early 
on and refine them for a better U

 Creating hi fidelity interactive wireframes was beneficial for getting out product 
design ideas out to marketing as well as the executive team.

Case Study 3: BuildingsIOT - onPoint 



 Always design with diversity and inclusivity in min
 Spend time learning about your users and the product or service they will be usin
 Always communicate with your team, create an open connection between the 

users, product manager, and developers
 Don’t be afraid of the unknowns, instead explore and learn from your users to 

iterate and converge on solutions

Lessons I’ve learnt as a Designer



Thanks!


